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1 NTHODCCTJON 
Ory pavements seldom offer inadequate skid resistance to a 
rolling or sliding motor vehicle tire. The formation of a film 
of water b"tween the tir" and pavement surface dramatically 
changes the physical interaction that normally takes place. 
Even yrc~ter changes take plfice when the vehicle is required 
to ma.ke siqni f icant ad justrnents in direction or speed. Numerous 
studies :-.ave been made in an effort to measure the skid resis-
tance, skid resistance requirements, tire characteristics, and 
other related parameters. Those studies caused the Federal 
Highway 1\drninistratio1, •0 develop certain design criteria (1) 
and demonstration procedures (2) for field trials and evalua-
-ti,.pns by the states. This report documents the Iowa Department 
"O'~ Transportation's activity on such a project designed to eval-
uate one type of asphalt pavement surface that has, on occasion, 
sho~n that it can provide superior skid resistance when wet. 
When first developed, this surface was called ''Plant Mix Seal 
Coat" bt?cause of its resemblance to chip seals commonly in 
use; throush development and us.:i9e it has been renamed "Open 
Graded AsFhalt Friction Course''. 
_OBJECTIVES 
Previous studies hav12 shown that the characteristics of 
t~e ag~~eq~te and the design of the mix determine the skid re-
sistance and struc~ural performance of Open Graded Asphalt Frie-
• ticn Course mi~es. Generally, aggregate selection for other 
types of pavement and uses is heavily influenced by availability 
and cost. Since the quantities of aggregate are significantly 
reduced through Open Graded Asphalt Friction Course construction, 
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le•'" ~ucal problems associated with long distance shipping and 
hiGh~r unit costs could be justified on at least some high priority 
safety projects if this type of construction proves to be suffi-
c:cnt l~· superior. ~he major obiectives of this project involve 
the evaluation of several aggre~ntcs previously rated poor to ex-
cel lent with respect to skid resistance and certain mix design 
f·<lra~cters. Detailed lists of these objectives, divided into 
ttlree groups, are contained in Table 1. 
EV ~.Lt:.Z,710'.'l APP ROACH 
Proiect Information. To attain the objectives listed in Table 1, 
the Iowa Department of Transportation, as the Iowa State Highway 
Cor.i..1.1ission, developed Research Project HR-170 on the recommenda-
tion of the Iowa Highway Research Board and with approval of the 
Federal Highway Administration. A construction contract (Story 
County n:-69-5(15)--21-85) was entered into with the Iowa Road 
Builders Company to construct ten test sections of Open Graded 
Asphalt Friction Course on US 69 north of Ames. Construction of 
the two and one half (2-1/2) miles of test sections began on 
July 15, 1974 and was completed on July 17, 1974. An as-built 
listing of the test sections is provided in Table 2 and a layout 
is ?rovided in Appendix A. 
The 2-1/2 miles of test sections are subjected to primary 
road traffic comparable to many miles of road around the state 
adjacent to urban areas. The Iowa DOT traffic records indicate 
the 1974 Average Daily Traffic (ADT) is 4050 VPD. Approximately 
5.5 percent of these vehicles are trucks. 
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The existing pavement consisted of P.C. Concrete eight inches 
thi~k constructed in 1957 anu asphalt concrete surfaced P.C. con-
crete pavement. The latter section of pavement had originally 
been constructed in 1931, widened in 1955, arid resurfaced in 1957. 
Test Section Number l and part of Test Section Number 2 were con-
structed over the bare P.C. concrete pavement; the remaining sec-
tions (part of 2, and 3 thru 10) were constructed over the pave-
ment resurfaced with asphalt concrete. 
The design,constructi~n, subsequent testing, and evaluations 
of the test sections generated considerable data. Mix desi<Jn re-
sults are listed in Tables 3 through 7; project control test data 
are summarized in Tables 8, 9, and 10. Skid test data are listed 
-
in Table 11. All measui;ements and tests were performed per re-
quiremerits of the Standard Specifications (3) and applicable In-
structiona l Memorandums ( 4) ( 5) . 
Materials. The project was set up to evaluate the Open Graded 
Asphalt Friction Course using four comparably graded aggregates; 
quartzite, fine grained limestone, coarse grained limestone, and 
lightweight expanded shale. Source information and properties 
are provided in Table 8. These materials were selected because 
they represent the range of crushed aggregate characteristics 
normally available to the Iowa DOT. 
Quartzite has a good performance history in conventional 
pavements and has al'l.9 been extensively and satisfactorily used 
for filter stone and railroad ballast. Quartzite and tr<;pro.-.k 
have been considered the best materials available. Usage though, 
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has been limited because none of the sources (4 quartzite and 
2 traprock) are located in the state. 
Calcerous and dolomitic limestones of varying quality and 
texture-grain size are available locally over much of the state; 
coarse and fine grained limestone aggregates were therefore in-
eluded in this project. Performance of the materials in pave-
ments and structures can vary considerably and they therefore 
must be carefully selecte<l and processed. Generally, limestone 
aggregates in asphalt surface courses have been foun<l to polish 
quite rapidly and contribute to low skid resistance values. 
The polish-rate or S~ loss can generally be correlated to traf-
fie volw;,e and aggregate texture or grain size. 
- Expanded shale-lightweisht aggregate, available from three 
,...urces '.one in Iowa) "'as selected because it has been used ex-
tec.sively t:y other states in open and dense graded asphalt mix-
tures to improve skid resistance. It has the advantage of being 
s1gnif icantly lighter and thus less costly to ship. If it can 
b€ sJ-.o"n tc resist studded tire wear (it may be possible to pro-
tect th1s material through blending) and otherwise exhibit satis-
fac~ory perfomance, it might· become a viable alternative on some 
projects. 
-
i'.sphal t bir,der material used throughout on this project was 
85-100 penetration asphalt complying with the requirements of 
AASHTO Specification M-20. The properties of the material are 
shown in Table 12. 
-
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Project Construction. Construction operations were generally un-
eventful. The contractor arranged to have all of the materials 
on hand at the plant site and was quite well organized. Except 
for lowering the mixing temperature, only a few rather insigni-
ficant operational adjustments were necessary. The contractor 
used a conventional Cedar Rapids Batch Plant equipped with a 
Barber Greene dryer, cold feeder, and pollution control unit. 
A Cedar Rapids paver equipped with a vibratory screed was used 
to place the material. Ti;.- mix was compacted with standard steel 
tired (static type) rollers. Compactive effort was controlled 
with a simple procedural specification (3). 
Lowering the mixing temperature to prevent drainage of the 
asphalt cement during hauling and placing operations was .ound 
necessary on previous projects. Normally, asphalt mixtures are 
produced at temperatures ranging from 2so°F (121°C) to 325oF 
(163°Cl. Because the Ope~ Graded Friction Course mixtures are 
extre~el~· open graded a~d contain few fines (minus 200), the 
viscosity of the bi.r-.de:r .r;-,ust be reduced to prevent migration 
a~d drai~age. 7he temperature range found satisfactory for 
;orodu:::ir.c t~.ese :-,ixt.c:res is 2ooor (93°c) to 2S0°F (1210C). 
7~e exa=~ te=perature !or a g:ven mixture rnust be set on the 
:'.)':. :aJ::i:-.:; ::-.tc a-=co•.J.:-:t s:...:.c:-. p.JraJ:".eters as weather, haul dis-
-:c.:-.:-e. a·~:==e--::"3.te :::-.aracte::s""::cs, ar1d binder properties. For 
ex-=-'"'.':.:;:~E. :: •:as :o·..:.::.C t:-.a-~ :::e ql..lartzite r:iix used on Test Sec-
~ ::::c.s ; a~d :: ccc::d :Ce ;:ro<lucec as lo•· as 200°F (93°C) and yet 
It should be noted this 
":.~·::e ,..,& ~ix":.t.:.:-e c .. .x!s :;:..:i.:e !'"a!J:dly and therefore can be diffi-
Delays and cool weather can fur-
-:.::·e:- c-:;::--i=l:.::ate :::.ace::--er.t and should therefore be avoided. 
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PERFORMANCE 
The performance f field test sections must always be evalu-
atdd in light of the wide variety of variables found in the field, 
as opposed to laboratory studies wr.ich can be performed under more 
ideal conditions with the variables identified and controlled. 
The results and conclusions that precipitate from field experi-
ments may be unduly influenced by uncontrolled or unidentified 
·variables and therefore must be more carefully drawn. In some 
cases, the conclusions must be gualified er postponed because the 
trials have not run long er.o,,gh to cause the actions and inter-
actions to set out observations which clearly set trends or give 
cause to conclusions. Each of the original project objectives 
-(Table 1) has been examined in light of the da~a collected and 
in each case, as outlined above, a determination has been made. 
The "overall performance" of the ten tests sections of Open 
Graded Friction Course after 16 months of service can be classi-
fied into good and poor categories. Generally, bond, material 
wear, mixture durability, and skid resistance of all of the mixes 
must be rated good. Performance of all of the mixes over and ad-
jacent to cracks and joints in the old pavement must be rated 
poor. Extensive raveling and abrasion of tha surfacing over and 
adjacent to cracks and joints is taking place; this not only is 
severely detracting from the appearance, but is very quickly re-
sulting in numerous non-uniform areas of driving surface. Field 
observations during periods of inclement weather also indicate 
that snow and ice control operations are somewhat more difficult 
to handle on the test sections as compared to the dense graded 
asphalt concrete pavement located to the north and the P.C. Con-
crete Pavement located to the south. 
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Research Objectives - Group I. Objective A involves, in part, 
the verification of observed performance demonstrated by the quart-
zite test sections on the preliminary Woodbury project (6). This 
objective also requires a determination, if possible, as to whether 
quartzite is indeed a superior polish resistant material as pre-
viously supposed. 
Field observations appear to support the claims that quart-
zite is a sound and durable material, because traffic and weather-
ing action have not depreciated the material on the road. Material 
loss from the pavement surface can be attributed to raveling of 
the mix adjacent to the many cracks that have reflected through 
from the old pavement and widening. The skid resistance test 
data of the quartzite sections (9 and 10), as shown in Figure 1, 
compare favorably with the Woodbury results and indicates that 
quartzite when used alone will provide acceptable SN levels. 
60 
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Objective B was designed to evaluate the effect of blend-
ing the assumed superic,r quortzi te with o typical -:oarse grained-
textured limestone. ·Crushed limestones comparable to this one 
are available over much of the state, but must be quarried se-
lectively an<1 with proper inspection safeguards. This group of 
crushed limestones has generally performed satisfactorily with 
respect to soundness and durability, although they have be'>n 
found to polish when subjected to heavy traffic for long periods. 
Upgrading by blending may tnerefore extend usage and longevity. 
The blend of quartzite and coarse grained limestone was set up 
on an equal ratio basis, i.e. 50 percent quartzite, 50 percent 
limestone; each material having comparable gradation. Thus far, 
this blend (Test Sections 3 and 4) is performing satisfactorily 
with respect to durability. It is also exhibiting, as shown in 
Figure 2, an adequate SN history. 
60 
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Objective C was designed to evaluate an Open Graded As-
phalt Friction Course using the previously described coarse grained 
limestone for aggregate. As mentioned above, this material has 
been used successfully, in asphalt concrete mixt.ures and is avail-
able locally in many areas. It therefore needed to be evaluated 
in this type of mixture. Based on the field trial in Test Sec-
tions 5 and 6, it would appear that this material will perform 
satisfactorily with respect to durability and, thus far, there 
does not appear to be any indication that it will wear excessively. 
The latter concern must be appreciated in terms of aggregate hard-
ness and mineralogy, traffic volumes, and studded tire usage. All 
pavement surfaces and materials wear somewhat, but the aggregates 
-in open graded mixes, due to the lack of supporting matrix~ are 
potentially subject to more than average wear. The SN da'ta, 
shown in Figure 3, appear to be more variable and somewhat lower 
on the average when compared to the data previously presented. 
It has maintained a higher SN level than the fine grained lime-
stone test sections constructed in Black Hawk County (7). 
601-
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As a side light, the data obtained from the test sections 
constructed for objectives, A, B and C provide an opportunity to 
examine the SN performance of two materials separately and in 
combination. Figure 4 shows how quartzite and coarse grained 
limestone resist polishing after four months and one year of 
traffic. It should be noted that the 50/50 blend is composed 
of comparably graded aggregates. 
Percentage of Quartzite/Limestone/SN 
60--
-
12 months 
,... - -- -----~--sor~~~--~-:._:-~-~:.:.:d ---4 months - - --
SN 40-· 
30 •• 
Figure 4 
Percentage of Quartzite 0 
Percentage of Coarse Grained~ 0-~~~.;;.;;...;..;..;_..;._;::.;:..,-==""""~,......~.....:..:~.:.:....:~~==--100 Limestone 
The one year relationship, as is often the case, shows im-
provement in SN level over the shorter four month period. This 
can be attributed to weathering and traffic wear of the asphalt 
films present on the surface of the new pavement. The longer 
·- ··-----·------------
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term trends will be examined in the analysis of the Group II 
Objectives. 
Objective D was designed to evaluate the performance of a 
blend of quartzite and fine grained limestone. The combined ma-
terial was comprised of equal parts of comparably graded material. 
Figure 5 shows that this blend placed on Test Sections l and 2, 
is also performing satisfactorily. The combination generally ex-
hibits lower SN values than the previously described blend of 
quartzite and coarse grained limestone. This was expected be-
cause the Black Hawk (7) 0~0 n Graded Friction Course project in-
dicated that fine grained limestone aggregates, when used alone, 
would not provide high ~values. 
SN 
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Objective E requires that an evaluation be made by extrap-
olating the data shown in figures l and 5 to verify the conclu-
sion drawn on the Black Hawk project that fine grained limestone 
would exhibit low SN levels. The FHWA (1) et al have recommended 
that such materials not be used because they tend to polish under 
traffic. 
Figure 6 tends to confirm that this type of material does in 
fact exhibit lower SN values. 
6 
Fine Grained Limestone/Quartzite 
Story 
- sot---------
-SN 40 
Black Hawk 
100,..........-2' ~ercentage of Quartzite 0 
0 Percentage of Fine Grained Limestone~ lOO 
Objective H was designed to determine if an expanded shale 
(or clay) commonly used to produce lightweight concrete could be 
blended with a fine grained limestone and thereby obtain improved 
SN performance. Expanded clays and shales have been used by 
several southern states in this way quite successfully. Few 
so~rces of this material are available to the Iowa DOT; this 
of course can cause transportation logistics problems and result 
in higher costs. There is also some concern with regard to 
whether this aggregate is strong enough to resist studded tire 
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wear. Obviously, test sections using this material were justi-
fieu on this project. 
Figures 7 and 8 indicate that this blend (Test Sections 7 and 
8) is exhibiting satisfactory SN levels, Roadway examinations in-
dicate that the combination is performing quite well with respect 
to wear and durability; surface course material loss thus far ap-
pears to be associated with reflection crack raveling. 
6 
50 
SN 40 
Figure 7 
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-
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Research Objectives - Group II 
The second set of research objectives, K1 , through K5 , in-
volves the evaluation of the effects of traffic on the aggregates 
used in the test sections. More specifically, of interest are 
the polishing rates determined by plotting the observed skid 
numbers versus the cumulative vehicle passes. The resultant 
slope K being the polishing rate. It will be noted that such 
slopes would be valuable design aids whe.n selecting aggregates 
for projects and for predicting performance. 
In evaluating the traffic-SN data for the test sections on 
the project, it was found that not enough time had passed to 
accumulate enough data points to establish definite trends. An 
example is Figure 9 which displays the polish curve data for 
the most polish susceptible aggregate used, i.e. limestone. The 
polish curves for the other aggregates indicate similar perfor-
mance behavior and therefore were not included in this report. 
-
-
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It would appear from the data collected thus far and the 
traffic volumes that at least several more years of exposure will 
be required before definite relationships can be established. A 
follow-up evaluation and report will therefore be needed. 
Although the data does not as yet indicate definite long 
tt!rm ' .. :ends, they do indicate th_t considerable traff~c passages 
are req·.dred to wear the asphal ':. 1.i.lm off of th! aggrega·~e such 
that the :n'lximum S"l valuee can be rec1i7ed. Or this project, 
Figur~; l through 9 indicate that up to ei1,ht (8) mon~hs ur about 
600,000 veh~cle F~sses re~pectively are required to maxi~ize the 
SN poteutial. 1t wuuld be rea;;onable to ex.,ect that roads wid1 
higher traffic volumes would realize the maximum SN sooner be-
cause higher traffic volumes would wear the films more rapidly. 
Research Objectives - Group III 
The first and second objectives in this group involve eval-
uating the effects of asphalt content differences with respect 
to traffic and performance. In order to minimize the effect of 
aggregate gradation, i.e. surface area, all of the mix designs 
were set up with comparable aggregate gradation target values. 
Two levels of asphalt content (5.25 and 6.25 percent) were then 
set to provide the different asphalt coatings on the aggregate 
particles and air void levels. Because the expanded shale-lime-
stone aggregate combination had a substantially lower specific 
gravity than the other aggregate types, the asphalt contents for 
this special aggregate combination were adjusted upward (one 
percent) to provide comparable asphalt-aggregate relationships. 
Specific data for the various mixtures are contained in Tables 
3 through 7. 
-
-
-
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Field examinations of the test sections indicate that after 
two winters there appears to be no relationship between asphalt 
content levels and traffic with respect to performance. Raveling 
type of wear, general wear, and weu~hering to date does not appear 
to be ir.fluencecl by asphalt content. While it is possible to 
disting•Jish bet~.-een aggreg?te types ,J.sually. it is not pos• ibla 
bi distingu.lsh between the atphalt <..ontent visually, even thouc;:h 
there is a 19 p".ccent volUll'etri..; differe;ice. 
A det~11ed examinatic'n of the substantia::. r. ,flec:l"'' crack-
ing also indicates ~.hat asphalt cont<e.1t has not 'ntluer ..::P:l ravel-
ing 0f the crack edges. This crackin1 has dev~loped ovet ?ir-
tually all old joints, cracks, and patches and is the primary 
distress parameter in evidence in all test sections. In addi-
tion to being unaffected by asphalt content, the reflection 
cracking and related raveling does not appear to be influenced 
by aggregate type. 
In view of the performance observed to date, mix design 
parameters can not be defined exactly; although it can be safely 
concluded that none of the test sections exhibit evidence of 
over-asphalting. This finding is supported by the observations 
that flushing, bleeding, instability or other unsatisfactory 
behavior caused by over-asphalting are not in evidence on any 
test section. This would indicate that the asphalt film thick-
ness and air void levels for the higher asphalt content level 
(6.25%) can be used for future designs. The lower asphalt con-
tent level (5.25%) used on this project, although more economical, 
would, based on past performance on other projects and research, 
be considered too low for good long term performance. Of course, 
it will continue to be necessary to exercise good judgment, as 
-
-
-
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is always the case, when designing mixes of this type. The 
primary characteristics requiring attention and consideration 
will continue to be material characteristics such as aggregate 
gradation and absorption, roadway features, and traffic. 
T'..e thi.td research object lve in thf' gro1:.p involved evaluat-
~t'J bond o. the upen gra<led fri.;::tion ~·-·o.1rse mixtur~ in Tent Sec-
t~ons 1 and ~ to the port land ceme;·t con-::re•:e: pavement. 'Ihere 
had been repe>:--t:o that. thii; ~ype o~ mix could not be 1--:>r.ded f'·.ds-
~:1ctL dly to such p?veml'nta -v;ithont firs p:!.acing a new i..sphalt 
concrete binder cour$e. In examining Test Sections l and 2, it 
was found that all of the m~x was satisfactorily bonded except 
where reflection cracks and joints were showing through. Ravel-
ing at cracks and joints was found to be comparable to that cb-
served on the previously overlaid sections, 3 through 10. Again 
mixture asphalt content (5.25% & 6.25%) did not appear to affect 
performance with respect to bond or crack raveling. It was also 
interesting to note that bond on both types of pavement was not 
affected by the variable and subsr.andard tack coat application 
which caused some concern while work was in progress. 
-
-
-
.. 
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SUMMARY 
A research project designed to evaluate Open Graded Asphalt 
Friction Courses is described. The 2-1/2 mile project located 
on U.S. 69 north of Ame~ in Story County involved placement of 
ten (1) test sections. Mi::cs were i!lil.ceJ using fiv,, (5) aggre-
:;ate combir.nt'.cns, each at tw:> (2) asphalt <'outents. rerforman..::e 
of the test sect.:c.ns was evr.luc..te<1 by ai-; testing and tieJ.d exami-
nc.tions. 
'l'he S.'" performance of ail test 9£.ctions atter sixteen (16) 
months or traffic exposure was fou. to be satisfactory in that 
none of the material combinations had polished to the point where 
unacceptable SN levels developed. When material...ombinations 
were compared, refer to Figure 10, significant dif"ferences were 
-noted. Three of the test sections, it is shown, exhibit higher 
SN levels than the adjacent dense graded 3/8 inch Type A Asphalt 
Concrete surface placed just before the research project began. 
-
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Field examinations through the first 20 months of service 
indicated that, except where reflection crack raveling was tak-
ing place, all of the mixes were well bonded, resisting wear and 
weathering satisfactorily, and did not exhibit obvious sensiti-
vity LO as~halt content. Thus far, the primary distress para-
. meter appe.•.r~ to be crack raveling; some maintenan~·e will be 
~c~~ed i~ the near future because of this. It ~ Julu be noted 
that t.he aC'jncent surfacing placed in 1974 :in com,>arable !:lase 
will also ~""'n require crack maintenanc.e, althcugh to a lesser 
extent. 
-
-
-
.. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The major objectives of this project involve the evaluation 
of Open Graded Asphalt Friction Courses usi.ng the spectrum of 
aggregates available to the Iowa Department of Transportation, 
and certain mix desig· parameters. The following conclusions 
are based on the performance observed on this project. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Open Graded Asphalt Friction Courses can be 3atis-
factorily constructed on and bonded to old portland ce-
ment co, ::rete and asph,,lt concrete base,s. 
The ?r lmary distress ;:iarameter after 20 mon'l:hs of 
se!Jice is surface raveling over and adjacent to vir-
tually all reflection cracks. --
Crack raveling will require early maintenance, 
reduce the effective service life significantly, and 
detracts from the otherwise satisfactory appearance. 
Within the range of asphalt contents used on this 
project, these mixes do not appear to be sensitive to 
asphalt content. The performance of all of the test 
sections indicates that future mix designs should ex-
hibit characteristics comparable to the 6.25% Asphalt 
Content mixes. 
Crack raveling does not appear to be affected by 
asphalt content or aggregate type. 
The quartzite aggregate after 20 months of ser-
-vice appears to develop and maintain higher SN values 
than the other aggregates and significantly influences 
and improves the performance of aggregate blends. 
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5. Laboratory Manual, Off ice of Materials, Iowa Department 
of Transportation, Ames, Iowa. 
-6. Bernhard H. Ortgies, Special R~ort - Plant Mix Seal Coat 
Test Section, Woodbury County, Materials Department, Iowa 
State Highway Commission, September, 1973. 
7. Bernhard H. Ortgies, Special Report - Plant Mix Seal Coat 
Test Section, - Black Hawk County, Iowa State Highway Com-
m1ss1on, September, 1973. 
-
.. 
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7. Expanded shale significantly upgrades the performance 
of the fine grained limestone aggregate. Thus far the ex-
panded shale - fine grained limestone combination (Test 
Sections 7 & 8) is exhibiting higher SN values than the 
quartzite - fine grained limestone combination, (Test 
Sections l & 2) . 
9. The second best SN performance curve i~ pkovided by 
the quartzite - c">ars~ grained li1nestont .::omt5.nation (Test 
Sectiot.<; 3 & 4). 
10. It will be neceosdry to continue to monitor the per-
formance of the test sections for several more years in 
order to fully assess the effects of environment and 
-traffic. 
-
-
A. 
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Table l 
Research ObJectives - Group I 
Compare initial SN* values for quartzite in Test Sections 9 
and 10 with Woodbury County project tests. These are 
the contrcl sections. 
B. Determine effect of blendinJ coarse grained limestone and 
quartzite ~n Test Sections 3 and 4. 
C. Deter~ine performance of CJarse grainec limest0ne PMSC 
in ~ust Sections 5 and 6. 
D. Determir'.' effect c·• blending fi1,e grained li .1estone and 
quar tr:ite in Tesi:: Sec dons 1 :m1 2. 
E. Vex-ify .fine grained limestone performance by extrapolat-
ing {A-D) and comparing results with Black Hawk County 
project tests. 
H. Determine effect of blending fine grain,ed limestone and 
expanded shale in Test Sections 7 and 8. 
Research Objectives - Group II 
Determine the effect of tra~c on SN for quartzite-
control sections. 
Determine the effect of tra!"f ic on SN for coarse-
grained limestone - quartzite blend PMSC mixture. 
Determine the effect of ~raffic on SN for coarse 
grained limestone PMSC mixture. 
Determine the effect of traffic on SN for fine grained 
limestone - quartzite blend PMSC mixture. 
Determine the effect of traffic on SN for fine grained 
limestone - expanded shale PMSC mixture. 
Research Objectives - Group III 
1. Determine effect of traffilO..on asphalt content. 
L01, L02• M01, M0 2 , Ml, M2, LHl, LH2, 01• 0 2 . 
2. Establish mix design criteria for various PMSC mixes 
and aggregate combinations. 
3. Evaluate bonding of PMSC {Sections l and 2) to Portland 
cement concrete pavement. 
*SN - Skid Number - Coefficient of friction as determined by the 
locked wheel skid test trailer as specified in ASTM E-17. 
Table 2 
Test Section Layout 
Aggregate Evaluation - Story County U.S. 69 No. of Ames 
Test Actual Actual 
Section SB NB Tonnage 
No. Sta. - Sta. Sta. - Sta. Per Cent A22re2ates %A.C. (EP) Sll NB 
1 144+8S 158+05 144+85 161+34 50% Penn. L.S. - 50% Quartzite 5.25 l!C 7 ;>. 5 72.5 
2 158+05 17 3+08 161+34 174+76 50% Penn. L.S. - 50% Quartzite 6.25 PC 72. 5 72.5 
3 173+08 186+78 174+76 189+61 50% Maynes Cr. L.S. - 50% 5.25 AC 60 72 .5 
Quartzite 
4 186+78 200+17 189+61 202+53 50% Maynes Cr. L.S. - 50% 6.2$ AC 60 72.5 
Quartzite 
5 200+11 210+65 ~02+53 212+80 100% Maynfs Cr. L.S. 5.25 AC 72.5 72.5 
6 210+65 222+37 217+32 223+18 l.00% Maynes 1cJ L.S. 6.25 AC 72.5 72. 5 
"' 
"' 7 222+37 235+03 223+18 233+12 50% Penn. L.S. - 50% Exp. Shale 6.25 AC 58 58 
8 235+03 250+30 233+12 244+47 50% Penn. L.S. - 50% Exp. Shale 7.25 AC 66 58 
9 250+30 261+60 244+4,7 263+65 100% Quartzite 5.25 AC 74.4 135.36 
10 261+60 274+60 263+65 276+85 100% Quartzite 6.25 AC 60 71.2 
(EP) Existing pavement type 
*BOP - Begin project 1/2 mile south of beginning of existing A.C. surfacing. 
Section 10 - Part North & part South of Gilbert Cor., Jct. Co. Rd. E-23, and includes Intersection 
Section Length approximately 1/4 mile 
Penn. - Pennsylvanian System - "Argentine L.S. Member" - Source Menlo, Ia. 
Quartzite - Source - New Ulm, Minn. 
Mississippian System - "Maynes Cr. L.S. Member" - Source - Ferguson, Ia. 
Expanded Shale H - Light Wt. Aggr. - Source - Centerville, Ia. 
·--' Ql'l I 
i'.Ort,,ies 
:·. hol.:erts 
la. l\d, Bld rs. 
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TABLE 3 
IOWA STATE HIGHWAY COllWISSIOH 
IMAlUl:lA.lS 0£1"AJtTMENft 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
AMES LABORATORY 
Ml<.''°" •nd ct .. o: Pl all t Mix Seal Coat Size 1/2" 
.....-1rsplJ Mix Design 
FN-69-5(15)--21-85 
Story 
L.Zearley 
R.Henely 
P.McGuffin 
M.Stump 
L•b. No. ABD4-94 
:.olllt<1 u .. '----------------Spec.No. 743 & proposa1 0.,. •oorted 8-8-74 
C°""'" : __d9_r_,_. __ __ Ptol.No. FN-6<)-')(lS)--21-85 cowractor Ia. ~o&.d Buildt..rs ::c, 
Prol.LK. .... toa: On U.:S. ti':f North of J\rn::..~s~--------·---------- ___ _ 
, ....... • .,l-"!"· <:hius-~l.enlo Cr_.-Ad:t~:· r·0. ;3/8" QuartzitE. chips-New Ulm-Minn, ;7/32 11 
.... '.:&1<.·tz i te-~ ew _Jil·,-Minn. 
1•M11r...-t•Al&te1"'•"•ponloM: 50% AAT4-39B;31.3% AAT4-393;18.7% AAT4-392 
JOI "IX FOl.llUlA ·COMBINED CIADATION 
1Yt .. 1" 3/4" \\" l/I .. .. ta #16 #30 #50 #100 #200 
100 97 l+l• 12 i'O. 2 ' q ' 1 2 6 2 4 
Toler.aw;-, 
-
-Results based on calculations using Sp. 
Asphalt Mix. AIC • Gr. of l" specimens with 50 blows on on side 
Datt Testtd 7-9-74 7-9-74 7-9-74 7-9-74 
1. Ory All. In lllhi. 95.00 9!+,00 93.00 92.00 
~ Asph. In. Mht 5.00 6.oo ·r .oo 8.oo 
autshill Stibl11ty .. Lbs. 99~! 1278 1097 1020 
flow • 0.01 In. 10 8 9 12 
1 "'l-Vec ~O blows one sid~ 2.12 2 .11~ 2.13 2.17 Sp. • IY bts lacement 2.u 2.13 2 .1::: 2.12 
lulk Sp. Cr. Comb. Dry Agg. 2.646 2. 61+6 2.646 2.646 
Sp. Cr.AsP..P 77 f. 1.025 1.025 1.025 1.025 
Cale.Solid Sp.Ct. 2 .4-r 2.44 2.40 2.37 
111'\~ce Sp. Gr. 2 ,118 2.44 2.40 2.38 ~ .. 111 .. 2 12.l 11.2 8.3 
'I. W•ter Absorption •Aggregaite 0. r;7 o.67 o. 67 o.67 
~ Vo'ds in tht Ml~I Alsr~ate 23,9 24.o 25.1 24.6 
XV M.A. filled •Ith Asphalt i+o.5 1+9.5 55,3 66.3 
Calculattd Asph. film Thickness (Microns) 22.4 27.6 32.8 38.1 
Test Sec.#1- 5.25% 85-100 pen. asp. recommended, 
Test Sec.#2- 6.25% 85-100 pen. asp, recommenQF.d, A C 4 
SICNED: ~ ... ;____v · 64'..-!~.,,.,,_..,.._,, 
........ ,....,, 
8. Ortgies 
s. Roberts 
II:'. Rd. Bldg. 
l. .. ff,e aftd Cl•s1: 
G. Perrin 
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TABLE 4 
IOW" ST"Tl HICHW"Y COMMISSION 
iMATf.AIALS OEPA1'TMENTI 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
AMES LABORATORY 
~sphalt Mix Design 
L. Zearley 
FN-69-5(15)--21-85 
Story 
R.C. Henely 
P. McGuffin 
c. Jones M. Stump 
Plant Mix Seal coat _Slzt..c.J.~-"----L•b.No. ABD4-95 
1o1.,,.tft1u::---------------Spec.No. 743 & PU>F~oatelepwted 8-8-74 
Rtory ____ Prol.No • rN-69-5 (15)--21-85 contra-tor rowa Rosi;iJll.l.ilder3 co. 
........... .,1 .. 1 , On U.S:.. 69 North or Ai .. es"'------------------- ------
Ag.Sources: Lat.Chips-Ferguson Qr.-Marshall Co.; Agg.Limc Ferguson Cr,- Marshall Co.; 
3/S"Quartzite chips-New Ulm-Minn.: 7/32"Quartzit'il-New Ulm .. Minn. 
JdlMl<Fot111Ui•"Ures•1<ProiJ011lon1: 45% AAT4-394; 5% AAT4-395: 31.3% MT4-393; 
18 7° MT4-392 
JDI MIX FOl1'UU\ COMlllN£D CIADATION . 
1"1" I" 3/4" \\" 318" #4 #8 116 no uo 1100 1200 
100 93 41 11 6.8 5 2 3 Q 2 Q ? 4 
Tolerance 
-
-Results based on calculations using Sp. 
1-"-'P:...111_1_1_M_1<.;..' _A_a_c_· ______ _,~r. of l" specimens with 50 blows on one side. 
1--D-•t_•_T_••_ted _________ -i 7-9-74 
'X Ory Agg. In Mix 
~ Asph. In Mix 
Mlnhlll Stability .. lbs. 
flow • 0.01 In. 
l" spec. 50 blows one 
S,.Cr. ly Oispfacement side 
lulk Sp. Cr. Coml>. Drr Agg. 
Sp. Cr. "'if! .f 77 r. 
,;. Voids 
~Water Absorption ·Aggreg.ale 
" voids In the Mineral Aggregate 
~ V M.A. Flll..S with Aoph•lt 
95.00 
5.00 
1900 
8 
2.16 
2.14 
2.634 
1.025 
2.47 
2.444 
12.4 
0.93 
22.l 
43.5 
7-9-74 
94.00 
6.00 
2125 
9 
2.17 
2 .16 
2.634 
1.025 
2.43 
2.401 
10.8. 
0.93 
22.6 
52.2 
7-9-74 
~3.00 
7.00 
1960 
8 
2 .17 
2.19 
2.634 
1. 025 
2.40 
2.407 
9.5 
0.93 
23.4 
59.5 
7-9-74 
92.00 
0.00 
1633 
11 
2.17 
2.16 
2.634 
1.025 
2.36 
2.381 
8.2 
0.93 
24.l 
66.2 
CAtcuaattd Asph. film Thkkne1s (Microni) 20 .. lL_6 ___ ~?!.:i_..~:i:_4 ___ .J.JJ.'A~J.....'---~0>C:i_..,d!L.___J 
Test section #3 5.25% 85-100 pen. asphalt recommended 
ti ti #4 
6.25% 85-100 pen. asp~1~~;0,r~~~~;~, .... .C:, . 
,_ ... 
,.,,, 
S.Roberts 
Ia. iM, Bldrs. 
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TABLE 5 
IOWA STAT£ HICHWAY COMMISSION 
llMTEAIALS OEl"AftTMENT) 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
AMES LABORATORY 
'"'· ty" •ftll Cl•n: -~P~l._,a,,n'-'t'--"P,.,. i~x'-"S'-'e"'a,,,l'-"C"'o"'a'"'t'-_ Size 1 /2" 
~sphalt Mix Design 
FN-69-5(15)--21-85 
Story 
L.Zearley 
P.McGuffin 
M.Stump 
B.O;rt~:tes 
Lob.No.ABM- 6 
1-e4 UM::---------------Spec.No.743 & proposal o ... aeponod 8-8-74 
ProJ.No. FN-69-5(15)--21-85 contracoor Iowa Road Builders Co, 
""I· 1.oullo•: On U.S. ~9 Nort.""h'-"o~f_,_,Arr:"''"'e"'s-----------------------
11g.S-cH: Lst. Chi'?s-Ferguson Qr.-Marshall Co,; Agg, Lime-Ferguson Qr.-Marshall C 
Joll "" ,.,..,. ""'°'"" l'foportlons: __ 9.._0""%"-'AA=T,_4"---3..._9,_4~; ~1~0~%~AA=T~4~--3~9,__5,__ ___________ _ 
JOI MIX FOIM~LA • COMllN£0 CIAOATION 
1-,r,u , .. 3/-4 .. ll" 3/8" 14 #B 116 no ISO 1100 #200 
100 86 4o 12 10 7. a_ 6.o 4.7 '<,7 
Tolerance 
• 
Results based on calculations using Sp. 
Aa,,n.lt Mh, AIC • Gr. of 1 11 specimens with 50 blows on on sit.le 
Datit Tttted 7-12-'(4 7-12-74 7-12-74 7-12-74 
'4 Dr,. Ag.g. Jn Ml& 95.00 94.oo 93,00 92.00 
-
'.r. A1pl:a.1n Ml• 5.00 6.oo 7.00 8.oo 
1Ur1ha.U Stability - Lbs. 2425 2375 2383 2208 
r1ow .. 0.01 1n. 9 9 9 10 
~ ~ec ~o blows one sid~ 2 .18 2.19 2.23 2.25 
• . ll" bis laceftltnt 2.18 2.21 2..-26 2.25 
lolk S,. Cr. Coml>. Ory Agg. 2.616 2.616 2.616. 2.616 
So. Cr . IU sl1. • 11 f. 1.025 1.025 l.025 1.025 
C•k. solid so. er. 2.47 2.44 2.40 2,37 
,, Voids 11.9 10.2 i.2 5.0 
% Watt'f Ab1orpci0it •Aggregate 1.67 1.67 i.01 1.67 
~Vo.,, i" tM Mlnera1 Aggregau~ 20.8 21. 3 20.7 20.9 
"' V M.A. Flllod wtth IUphoU 43.0 52.3 65.3 76,1 
Clkwlated Asph. Film Thickness (Microns) 15.9 20.1 24.5 28.9 
Test sec.#5- 5.25% 85-100 pen.Asp. recommended. 
#6- 6.25% 85-100 pen.Asp. recommended_.,,/ /7 
SIGN£D: ___ :::.~::;...:.....,;::;::::;-::;...,._j,c.,..... __.d,~:::Ji?!:::!:w .. ,,.., 
,_ ... 
'""" 
s. Roberts 
Ia. Road Bldrs. 
c. Jones 
G. Perrin 
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TABLE 6 
ICIWA STATE HICHWAY COMMISSION 
IMATEJU.1.LS OEl"A'fTMlNTI 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
AMES LABORATORY 
......Jl:sphalt Mix Design 
FN-69-5(15)--21-85 
Story 
L. Zearley 
R.c. Henely 
P. McGuffin 
M. Stump 
,.1., ,,,,. •nd Cius: Plant Mix Seal Coat Size ls" B. Ortgies ABD4-10l ·---~--Lib, No.---°"'=-'-="'---
, .... ..iun:---------·------ s.oec.No. 743 & proposal 0 , 1•1ellO<l•d 8-08-74 
c .... , ___ s_t_o.'-t-'Y,__ _ FN-69-~(15)--21-85 r,wa Road Builders Co Pr,;. No . .....::..:.:.-"-:..-=->-=.c-......;::c:;.....;:.:;___ Conuacl>r ' • 
,.oj.loc:atlon:_.on U.S. 69 North of Ames 
Ag.. St111'Ctt: Lst. Chips--Menlo Qr.--hda1r Co.: Light weight ~ggregate--Centervill~-
1'.ppanoose count_;.: __ _ 
63.>% AA'1;4-398: 36.1% .~T...:4c_-...:4.::2:::..0 __________ _ 
JOI MIX fotMULA COMlllMED CIADATION . 
1Vt'* I" l/4" \I" J/8" #4 18 116 030 #50 1100 1200 
% by volur e 100 96 39 11 5.6 4.1t' 4.1 3.7 3.1 
c:\!.•tltM:IC!t• 
)\f wt. inn 
"' 
A~ 12 6.0 4 " 4.2 3.8 3.4 
1<esults based on calculations using Sp 
A1phal1 Mb:, AIC .. of 1 11 specimens with 50 blows on one s d 
Gr. 
e. 
D•te Tttttd 7-12-74 7-12-74 7-12-74 7-12-74 
"' Ory Agg. In Mht 95.00 94.00 93.00 92.00 
'I. At;>h. In Mi ... 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 
...,.hall Sl•blllty ·Lbs. 1442 1410 1327 1070 
Flow • 0.01 tn. 11 11 13 12 
l" Spec ~o blows one si e 
-
Sp.Cr. Ir Dlap ace .. nt 1.70 1.69 1. 78 1.74 
1.72 1. 73 1. 73 1.73 
'"lk Sp. Cr. Cold>. Dry Agg. 2.209 2.209 2.209 2.209 
Sp. Cr, A11t1. t 17 r. 1.025 1.025 1.025 1.025 
C•lc.Solld Sp.Cr. 2.10 2.08 2.06 2.04 
IUCe ::>p. t;r 2.03 1.97 
-
1.96 1.98 
l'. Votdt 19.2 18.7 13.5 14.5 
--
"Water Absorption 8 Auregate 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 
'I. VoWa In tht Mineral Aggregate 26.9 28.l 25.l 27.5 
'f. V M.A. filled with Aspl\ilt 28.8 33.3 46.2 47.3 
Cakulaited Atph, Film Thick••• (Microns) 
Teat section #7---6.25% 85-100 pen. recommended _,,, 
Teat section #8---7.25% 85-100 pen. rec~~!8?~e=d~·~c&~·:::;:~:::;;;~vr:..,_;C::;::::_.~6"(,~~-~·~-:·:::._ 
,_ ... 
,.,,, 
B. Ortgies 
s. Roberts 
Ia. Rd. Bldrs. 
c. Jones 
G. Perrin 
TABLE 
IOWA STATE otlGHWAY COMllllSSION 
\MATU:UAl.S OEPARTMENTI 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
AMES LABORATORY 
Asph. Mix Design 
L. Zearley 
FN-69-5(15)--21-85 
Story 
R.c. Henely 
P. McGuffin 
M. Stump 
"''· Type •ncl Clan: ~P=la=n~t~M:.::ix~-=S"'e:.::a~l~C~o~a~t~-- Slze_i_._'_' ___ L•b. No. ABD4-97 
t•Ml..S 0 .. , _______________ Spec.No. 743 & proposalo•t• ltPorted 8/8/74 
__ .:Sc:t:.::O:.::rv~-----"'•I· No. FN-69-5 (15) --21-85 contractor Iowa Road Builders 
co. 
r.o1.•xatoon: On U.S. 69 N. of Ames 
3/B" <.iu01rtzite Chips - N.-w Ulm, Minnes<>ta: 7/32" Quartzite - New Aa.SCM:tces:~~-~~-~~==~-==-~~ - - - -
·--~· Min.'1.: Portland cement Filler 
1,. "'' '""""''• A&i"'I••• l'foPortlons: 60. 5% AAT4-393; 37. 5% AAT4-39:C.: 2 .0% Port:i.and Cement 
JOI MIX fORMULA • C0"81N£D GRADATION 
1'1':" , .. l/4" l\" lit" •• •a #16 <30 #SO 1100 #200 
100 43 13 5.2 4.4 3.7 3.4 3.2 
tolerance 
-
-Results based on Calculations using 
A•ph.llt 11th:. "8C • Sp. Gr. of l" specimens wi.th 50 blows 
on one side. 
O.tte Tntf'd 7/lQ/74 111an4 7/lfJ/'14'/ 7/10/i~ 
'J. Ory Agg • In ~ht 95.00 94.00 93.00 92.00 
% /,sph. In Mix 5.00 6.00 1.00 0.00 
J.Ursh.111 St.ability .. Lbs. 1033 1108 917 708 
flow • 0.01 In. 9 9 10 12 
.1." spec. =>v ., ... ow3'. one 2.14 2.15 2.15 2.l.S 
Sp. Gr. ly Olspl.icement s de 2.15 2.15 2.13 2.11 
-
-Bulk Sp.Gr.Comb. Ory Agg. 2.660 2.660 2.660 2.660 
Sp.Cr.Asift,p 77f. 1.025 1.025 1.025 1.025 
C.alc.SDHd Sp.Gr. 2.47 2.43 2.40 2.36 
% Voids 2.48 2.45 2.40 2.40 13.3 ~11.6 10.3 9.0 
~ W:1tf'r Absorption ·A&lres•te 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 
~Vo ads ic the Mint'fill Ag.gre-gate 23.6 24.0 24.8 25.6 
~ V M.A. filled with A.spti.11 43.7 51.9 58.6 65.0 
C.11lcul•tf'd Asph. Film Thlclr.llf'tS Olicront) 20.0 24.2 28.6 33.l 
Test Sec. No. 9 5.25% 85-J.00 Pen As >naJ.t recommen< 
10 
p ed 
85-10~ Pen A~alt recommended 
SIGNED: ~ _. ~ ,A,.. · ittSI NG 61 
6.25% 
Material Producer Source Average Test. Results 
Gradation 
F'T-J Abra lAbso ~p. Gr 1/2" 11a· No,4 No.8 No~ 16 No. 30 ~o.50 No.100 No, 200 
Concrete Ferguson Quarry 
l/2" Crushed Li~estonj Materials t:WSWS&-2N-l1N l.3 32 • 70 2.599 100 .. 
" 
2.0 1 6 1. 2 l.1 l. 0 n.9 
' 
Concrete Ferguson Quarry 
--- --- ---
----- 1100 l 87 66 so " ,. Cr~~h~C ~i~estone Materials. I 
Menlo Quarry 5.12 23.6 • 1n 2. 668 100 .. '7 I ,. 1.0 I 5.2 4.5 • •• J. 7 
Crushed LiMestone Schildberq SW5E-11-77N-31W ' 
. 
New Ulm New Ulm, 
7/12x•e ~uartzite Juarrie~.lnc Minnesota 0.4 24 ?;.A: 2. 656 100 100 98 24 ... 3.5 2.5 l.. l. 5 
Uew Olm. Ue~ Ulm, 0.4 24 N.A. 2.656 100 100 6.3 3.2 2.4 1.. 1.4 l.1 1. 0 
J/~~19/E4 Quartzite 'iuarr ies, Inc Minnesota 
. 
. 
. 
lcarter 
Centerville 
I:Y.panded Shale water NW\23_-69N-1BW l.5 N.A. 6.6 l. 651 100 
I I .. 32 7 .? 4.1 J.7 3.6 ).3 2.8 
... Available 
__ T~:_:~on t:o. l 
f'~rc-,.n· r"'""inr: 
S.i#"Vf' !: i rP :I<!;- er LJ<ti 
111 100 I 00 100 
)/R 
" " 
97 
?:o. • .. .. I 
" 
~o. 
' 
12 lS lS 
~•o. JO 3. 9 S. l ,_, 
!lo. 200 2.. 3. J 3. l 
' 
N.::.. /B<ltch 
"' 
s. 25 
-------" 
. 
'iest Sect ion !'.o. 6 
l /2 100 100 l 00 
31? 
" 
BS 
" 
~;o. • 40 43 " 
::o. 
' 
12 
" 
19 
r:o. JO .... ll 11, 
. 
~:o. 200 3. 7 6.7 7.6 
• At:. Jeatch Wt 6.25 
J~.r - Job Mix Fcnnula Target Gradation 
Tablllf 9 
Comparl.-llon o! Cradation Teflt• 
Test Section No. 
' 
Test Section No. J Tu;;t se-tion No • • -rest SeCtlOO Kc.!J . 
l'.,rc1>nt T'<'lnninq Percl!nt f>aasinq Pcrcer.t Pannir.q r .. rcent r.:u1sin; 
-- -
.;~~r er Ex tr. ,JM.F' er r:xtr. JMf CF r:xtt. .::!r er tK~r • 
100 100 loO 100 l 00 100 100 100 l co 100 100 100 
97 97 
" 
9J 94 9J 9J .. 
" •• " " 
.. .. 
" 
41 0 .. 41 4) 4) 
" " " 
12 lS lB 11 lB 19 11 lB lB 12 19 20 
). 9 S.2 1.0 7.0 5.2 8.3 9.1 5.2 ,_, 1.9 
" 
12 
,_, 3. 3 3.1 2.4 
·-. 
5. l 2.. '. ~ ••• 3.1 6.7 7.7 
6.25 S.25 6.25 
' 
5. 25 
Test Section No. 7 Test Sectio11 No • • Test Section ~;o. 9 Test Section roo. 10 
100 100 loO 100 100 100 100 roo• 100 100 100'" !CO 
96 
" " 
96 
" 
97 100 100 100 100 100 100 
4l 39 35 
" 
3S 3S 43 30 31 43 30 31 
12 13 15 12 13 9.1 13 12 15 lJ 12 l5 
••• 6.1 7. 0 •• 6 6 .1 5.< '.' 
).9 6.3 
'·' 
J.9 7.0 
3.. 
'·' 
5.2 3. 4 
'·' 
t 4.2 3.2 1.5 3. 3 ~. 2 1.5 ).3 
6.25 7.25 5.25 6.2s 
CY - Cold reed Plant Gradation Ex tr. - Extracted G~adat1on •Add 2\ Po:.tland Cement Fill~r 
I 
w 
w 
I 
Laboratory Teat DatA 
--"•rn•nt. 
'tit st Gr•dation by t:Jltt•ction Ar.ph4lt Vy Uib {Wl'l•lty "41r•h•U PWJsh•ll 
:S•et ton l/4'" 111· 11a• No.4 N.,.S No.16 Nt).}0 No.SO No.100 No.200 lt4t o:h W•lc; 1t r• l'l··· '>t .. b.t tty "~ 
1 100 100 97 
" 
.. ••• ••• ••• ••• l.l 
5,2s l .21 2 .16 1096 10 
1 100 100 97 •• 18 ••• 7.1 ••• 
.., l.1 6.2!. 1. 2S 2.16 l06S 1l 
' 
100 100 ., .. .. 11 •• 1 1.l 6.0 
'· l 
s.2s 2.')1 1.11 18)6 • 
• 100 100 
., 
" '" 
u ••• 7.0 ••• 4.9 (,, 25 2. )0 2. 21 17)(, ' 
' 
100 100 
" " 
20 
" 
11 10 9.0 7. 7 S. 2S 2. 28 2. 20 2Sl1 
' 
' 
100 !00 •• .. l9 13 II lO ••• 7.' 6.2:.. 2.)) :.t.14 1.l'U 10 
•• li"JO ' 100 .. 1•1 .. 12 10 ••• 7 .9 ••• 6.2S ' " 
2. 21 2210 9 
' If,_, 7 100 !CO 
" 
19 15 ••• 1.0 6.1 s.i::.• 6.2S 11. 70 1. ;r, l<;6l 12 
• 100 100 
" 
,. 9.1 6.l 5.4 4.9 4.5 4 ·' 
7. 2S l. 911 ).. 70 12(,S 12 
• 100 100 100 Jl 15 .., 6.J •• 7 l.8 ).J S.2S 2 .1 • 2.l"I 112 10 
10 100 100 lOO Jl 15 9.0 7.0 s.z 4.0 J ·' 
6.25 2. 2-'I. 2.1& 817 
" 
t;.1. 10> 100 100 
" " 
.. , 7 .1 6.5 ... ••• 6.2S f2.20 2 .19 
'" 
1' 
. -·-------------
Table 11 
Skid Resistance Results 
A.C. Resurfacins Research 
(Story Co. FN-69-5(15)--21-85) 
SBe?tON 
Date 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 Control 
l:ll.l :rn N[! SB NB SB N~ SB ~ ~ NB SB !!JLS!3 ~lil SB NB SB NB SB 
1974 
8-19 39 40 40 40 44 45 42 44 39 42 38 36 44 45 45 44 47 45 44 44 
10-28 44 43 41 43 49 48 48 49 43 43 45 41 46 47 47 45 48 50 50 43 44 
1975 
4-22 48 48 48 44 52 54 53 52 48 43 45 42 49 49 49 118 56 53 55 57 48 48 
6-02 45 46 44 44 49 53 50 50 44 42 43 43 49 50 51 49 56 50 52 56 47 49 
6-06 50 45 47 44 53 52 54 49 49 44 43 39 51 50 54 50 57 51 54 57 42 48 
6-13 48 45 49 44 52 51 55 50 50 44 45 39 52 49 54 50 57 52 52 56 45 50 
6-20 51 48 49 46 54 54 54 53 50 48 47 45 53 53 54 52 59 55 57 58 51 53 
6-30 49 45 48 44 54 52 55 53 49 44 46 40 52 52 54 52 .)8 53 55 57 48 52 
7-03 47 46 14 6 45 54 53' 54 52 48 44 45 40 €2 52 5~ ~1 58 52 52 56 47 52 
7-11 47 44 46 45 50 52 53 52 48 44 44 44 0 5~ 52 ~o 58 53 52 57 50 50 
7-18 43 50 43 54 50 54 49 48 44 50 42 39 47
1 4 49 51 rs 54 50 42 44 50 
7-25 45 47 45 46 52 56. 52 53 45 45 42 42 49 .. 50 51 51 59 52 52 60 48 53 w 
8-01 42 48 41 58 48 55 51 49 41 47 38 49 48 37 50 40 54 48 52 51 43 43 "' 
8-15 44 45 42 50 52 51 51 46 44 42 38 50 49 51 50 56 51 52 56 48 49 
8-26 46 47 48 44 54 54 54 54 49 47 45 42 50 $1 53 50 57 53 5~ 56 48 49 
9-05 53 51 52 50 58 57 57 56 55 53 55 48 54 52 55 55 56 54 56 58 52 54 
9-12 46 47 47 45 54 53 52 54 51 43 43 43 51 50 51 51 57 52 33 56 49 52 
9-22 44 43 44 42 50 52 52 50 44 40 39 38 49 50 52 49 56 52 52 56 45 48 
9-26 45 42 46 41 51 51 50 49 41 38 37 39 49 49 50 50 ~d 51 54 55 44 49 
10-03 45 44 42 40 49 49 49 44 42 36 38 35 47 48 49 49 52 50 51 56 45 48 
10-07 45 41 42 39 47 51 49 48 39 37 37 36 44 41 51 46 54 48 53 54 44 46 
10-27 46 46 45 42 52 54 52 51 44 42 43 36 49 51 54 58 56 51 54 57 47 46 
10-31 47 46 48 43 51 53 5! 52 43 43 42 39 48 50 54 48 58 51 55 59 49 51 
11-07 so 48 52 42 55 52 55 52 16 3SI 43 37 50 52 53 50 59 55 56 58 47 46 
S:U Pi>LEMENT AL REPORT 
'"n!" ·-·" 
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NON-PARTICIPATING PROGRESS RECORD SAMPLE 
Iowa State mshway Commlulon 
llU.TICIUALS Dll:PAJn'MEllT 
TB8T RSPOBT - IOBCELLANEOUS MA1'BlUALS 
A.JIBS LABORATORY 
TABLE 12 
Aaphal~­
R.C.Henely 
FN-69-5(15)-·21·85 
Story Co. 
P.McGuffin 
llbterial __ .:;A:..:Se.t:P.:.:h:..:a..:l..:t_,..:A"-'C:....::8:.:.5,_/ 1:..:0;,:;0'---------- IAbontory No._-"All"'-'4-· l ... 2-..8'------
Teat Section 
eo.inq. __ __.u;ii;tl'--------------- ProJ. No __ F_N-_6_9_-_s<_1_s_) _--_2_1_-8_s _ 
Pa • _. ___ A_m_e_r_1_c_•n_o_1_1 ______ _ Cnntnctcr ____ I_ow_a_R_o_a_d_B_u_t .... l_d_e..-r_• ____ _ 
Ulllt or·-___ s_am-'-p-le_d_f_r_om_v_•_l_v_e_o_n_;p_l_•_n_t __________________ _ 
S-pW ..,'-___ ..;;.G;..;. B;;.;e;Jig...,g..._ _____________ 3eacler'1 No._1_-_6_D4_-_1_s ____ _ 
Due Sampled_....:..7'--'/l;..;6._/.;..74.;.._ _ o. .. B•'d __ ..:.7,_/1::..:7.,_/.:..;74"'----Date Reported_8_/_6 .... /_74 ____ _ 
-
-Specific Gravity at 60°F/60°F. -----------------
-
Soft. Point: Method (R & Bl -------------------
Pentration at 77°F. 100 Gms. 5 Sec. ------------ 98 
Flash Point ------------------------------------ Op. 
Soluble in Trichloroethylene ------------------- 99.95 % 
Ductility at 77°F. 
Spot Test --------------------------------------
Thin Film Loss on Heat:i.ng 5 Hrs. at 325°F. ------
Penetration of Res. at 77°F.100 Gms. 5 Sec. 
% Original Penetration (Thin Film Res.) 
Ductility at 77°F. (Thin Film Res.) 
------------
13o+ ems. 
% 0.02 
64 
65 
13o+ ems. 
• Absolute Viacoaity , Origi.nal----------------------------- 848 
Absolute Viscosity, T.F.----------------------------------1675 
c. &'t-·--
Complies 
APPENDIX A 
~ -'~::,:--~,,,!:I ~~~3-:d;f ";~~f!;lf~~-:--l=f!f ~:::l~-
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-
-z 
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City of Ames_.,. 
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APPENDIX B 
SITE PLAN 
15 14 
Sta. 144+85 
Begin Project 
